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1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past fifteen years, mathematicians have been drawn to the
problem of constructing curves over finite fields that have many rational
points, largely because such curves have been shown to have important
applications but also because the construction of such curves is theoreti-
cally challenging. The challenge lies in meeting the bounds on the number
of points given by Oesterle ’s optimization of Weil’s explicit formulae. In
this paper we prove a formula that can be used to construct curves that
come close to these bounds.
In 1983, Serre indicated his method for using class field theory to con-
struct curves over F2 with many rational points [8]. Since then, class field
theory has been responsible for much of the progress on this problem: even
families which were found via other methods can be described using Serre’s
approach, thus unifying the known results under one mantle [3]. Recently,
Niederreiter and Xing [4, 5] have made remarkable progress in this direc-
tion by varying the base field and the ramification for many Fq . In this
paper, we complement that work by fixing the base and a place of ramifica-
tion and increasing the number of points to be split. When attempting to
split many points, one is confronted with the problem of computing nk ,
nk=order of the quotient (Fq[T]Tk)*F*q (1&:T | : # F*q) .
Such quotients appear as the Galois group of abelian extensions of Fq (T )
in which all but one of the places of degree one are totally split. These func-
tion fields correspond to curves with nkq+1 rational points, whose genus
can be computed via the conductor-discriminant formula, based on the
knowledge of the orders nl for all lk.
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Apart from its natural importance for constructing curves with many
points, the task of computing nk is interesting in itself, since it is a measure of
the amount of interdependence between decomposition groups at different
primes in the extension. A large amount of dependence occurs for example
in the case when q=9, k=5, since eight decomposition groups generate a
subgroup of the Galois group of the full ray class field extension which is
isomorphic to a product of only five of the cyclic factors.
The value of nk is in general very difficult to compute, since it seems to
entail finding the relations between all the degree one polynomials in order
to determine the order of the subgroup that they generate. The main result
of this paper is a general formula for the order of this quotient for any
choice of q= p f and k.
Theorem 1. Suppose q= p f, k>1. Then
|(Fq[T]Tk)*F*q (1&:T | : # F*q) |= p j=1
k&1 ( f &fj),
where fj is defined as follows.
First write each j uniquely as p&i, with i0 (mod p). Consider the action
of Z fZ on Z(q&1) Z whereby
d V i= pdi.
Define the set H=[the smallest natural number from each of the distinct
orbits of Z(q&1) Z under the above action]. Now define
fj={size of the orbit of h0
if j= p&h for some h # H
otherwise.
For instance, in the case mentioned above when q=9, one has
0 if k=3&, 2 } 3&, or 5 } 3&,
f &fk={1 if k=4 } 3&, or 8 } 3&,2 otherwise,
and then nk+1 nk is equal to 1, 3, or 9, respectively.
This theorem is proved in Section 2 by transforming the multiplicative
structure of this group into an additive one via the isomorphism with the
additive group of the ring of generalized Witt vectors. This group can then
be decomposed into a direct sum of copies of the usual p-Witt vectors. The
subgroup generated by the degree one polynomials is transformed by this
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isomorphism into the subgroup generated by the image of the Teichmu ller
lifts of the elements [: # F*q]. This subgroup and its order are computed in
Proposition 1 of Section 2.
In Section 3, we derive from Theorem 1 expressions for nk in terms of q
for certain special cases of k, which arise from the examples of irreducible
DeligneLusztig curves. The three DeligneLusztig families of irreducible
curves, Hermitian, Suzuki, and Ree, are of particular interest because each
member of them has the maximum number of rational points possible for
a curve of its genus. These families can all be realized as abelian covers of
the projective line with Galois group as in Theorem 1.
In Section 4, we determine the smallest k0 such that, for kk0 , the
group (Fq[T]Tk)*F*q (1&:T | : # F*q) is not of exponent p. When
k>k0 , we will see that the ratio of the number of points to the genus is
better than in the exponent p case which was studied in [9]. In addition,
when k>k0 , we will observe the existence of characters of conductor k(T ),
k=mp+1, for many values of m, whereas this is never the case for exten-
sions of exponent p.
In Section 5, we give tables of examples constructed via the formula in
Theorem 1 for small values of q and k. For example, when q=4 and k=7,
the resulting curve has genus 33 with 65 points. The Weil bound for this
genus is 137, whereas Oesterle ’s optimization of the explicit formulae shows
that no curve over F4 of this genus can have more than 66 points. This
example was already in [2], found via the method of computing relations
among the degree one polynomials, but that technique does not highlight
the fact that this is the smallest choice of k over F4 for which the Galois
group is not killed by 2, contrary to the case of the examples generated in
[9] and the families of DeligneLusztig curves.
2. MAIN THEOREM
In this section we give the proof of the main theorem of the paper.
Proof of Theorem 1. We want to prove that nk= pj=1
k&1 ( f &fj). Clearly
(Fq[T]Tk)*F*q has order qk&1, since it consists of all the polynomials of
degree less than k with coefficients in Fq and constant term equal to one.
So it suffices to show that the order of the subgroup (1&:T | : # F*q) is
equal to pj=1
k&1 fj. To accomplish this, we introduce the following notation.
Let
I=[i # N | 1ik&1, (i, p)=1],
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and define
#i=the number of non-negative integers & such that ip&k&1.
Now we can rewrite the exponent as
:
k&1
j=1
fj= :
i # I
#i fi .
The proof of the theorem is accomplished in Proposition 1 below via an
isomorphism of the principal units in the power series ring in one variable
over Fq with the additive group of the ring of generalized Witt vectors over
Fq and the subsequent decomposition into copies of the usual p-Witt vec-
tors of length #i .
Witt Decomposition
First note that
(Fq[T]Tk)*F*q $(1+TFq[[T]])(1+Tk Fq[[T]]).
Now we have an isomorphism (see [1])
4(Fq) :=(1+TFq[[T]])$W(Fq),
where W(Fq) is the ring of generalized Witt vectors over Fq . The map is
given by
E(a1 , a2 , ...)=‘
i
(1&a iT i)&1
for (a1 , a2 , ...) # W(Fq). The map E&1 endows 4(Fq) with a ring structure.
We need the following decomposition of the generalized Witt vectors
into a direct sum of copies of the usual p-Witt vectors. The difference
between the generalized Witt vectors, denoted here by W(Fq), and the
usual p-Witt vectors, denoted here by W p (Fq), is as follows: the operations
in either case are defined in terms of polynomials
Wn (X1 , X2 , ...)= :
d | n
dX ndd ,
but in the case of the usual p-Witt vectors, Wn is replaced by Wpn , and the
numbering is shifted to start with 0.
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Our presentation here has been distilled from the sources [7, p. 102; 1].
We have an isomorphism
W(Fq)$ ‘
I( p)
W p (Fq),
where I( p) is the set of positive integers prime to p. This isomorphism is
given by the map
c  (ai) i # I( p) ,
where (ai) i # I( p) satisfies
E(c)= ‘
i # I( p)
P(ai)&1i
with
P(ai)= ‘

j=0
AH(aijT ip
j
)
ai =(ai0 , a i1 , ...), and AH(T ) is the ArtinHasse exponential,
AH(T )= ‘
(n, p)=1
(1&T n)+(n)n,
and + is the Mo bius function.
The fact that this isomorphism reduces to the following isomorphism for
each k can be seen directly or can be found in [7]:
Wk&1 (Fq)$
I
W p#i(Fq). (V)
Both the left and right hand sides indicate copies of truncated Witt
vectors, on the left of length k&1 and on the right of lengths [#i]. (The
numbering of components of the Witt vectors starts with 1 on the left hand
side and with 0 on the right.) Note that both sides are groups of order
qk&1, which is true because
:
i # I
#i=k&1.
For our purposes we will need the images of the Teichmu ller repre-
sentatives of the elements of Fq : : # Fq lifts to :=(:, 0, 0, ...) in W(Fq) and
(:, 0, 0, ...)  ((:, 0, 0, ...), ..., (:i, 0, 0, ...), ...) i # I( p)
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under the isomorphism ( V ), since
E(:)=‘
i # I
AH((:T ) i)&1i.
It remains to determine the order of the subgroup, N, of I W p#i(Fq)
generated by the [: j], where (:)=F*q , j=1, ..., q&1, and
[: j]=((: j, 0, 0, ...), ..., (: ji, 0, 0, ...), ...) i # I( p)
(in the i th component, the vector (: ji, 0, 0, ...) has length # i). Consider the
projection
6: 
I
W p#i(Fq)  
H
W p#i(Fq).
Note that if some element s of H is not in I, it can only be for the reason
that sk, in which case #s=0. Now set N$ equal to the projection of N.
Proposition 1. N$N$ H W p#i(Fpfi).
Proof of Proposition. First we prove the isomorphism N$N$. Since N$
is obtained from N via a projection, it suffices to show that the projection
is injective on N. Suppose that for every i # H,
:
q&1
j=1
cj (: ji, 0, 0, ...)=(0, 0, 0, ...).
We must show that
:
q&1
j=1
cj (: ji $, 0, 0, ...)=(0, 0, 0, ...)
holds for all i $ # I. For i $ # I, write i $=iph, i # H. The sum,
:
q&1
j=1
cj (: ji, 0, 0, ...)
is a Witt vector with entries which are given by polynomials with coef-
ficients in Fp . Thus the entries of the sum q&1j=1 cj (:
ji $, 0, 0, ...) are the ph th
power of the entries of q&1j=1 cj (:
ji, 0, 0, ...), which are zero by assumption.
Next we must show that
N$ 
H
W p#i(Fpfi).
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First remark that the left hand side is contained in the right hand side
because :i and the subgroup it generates are contained in the subfield Fpfi .
Now, a subgroup of a finite abelian p-group generates the whole group if
and only if it generates the group (mod p). This is an application of
Nakayama’ s lemma to the group viewed as a Zp#1 Z-module. So it suffices
to show that the Fp-span of the set [(: j, ..., : ji, ...) i # H] j=1, ..., q&1 is
>i # H Fpfi . Note that the Fp -dimension of this product is exactly the sum of
the size of the orbits of the elements of H under multiplication by p, which
is exactly all the numbers [1, ..., q&1]. Thus it suffices to show that the
q&1 elements [(: j, ..., : ji, ...) i # H] j=1, ..., q&1 are linearly independent over
Fq . Suppose we have a relation:
:
q&1
j=1
cj: ji=0
with cj # Fp , which holds for all i # H. Then since cj # Fp ,
:
q&1
j=1
cj: jip
h
=0, for all h # Z.
Since iph runs through all elements of Z (mod q&1), putting aj=: j # Fq ,
we can write
:
q&1
j=1
cja&j =0, for all & # Z.
Now it follows from the linear independence of characters that cj=0 for
all j. K
This proposition concludes the proof of our theorem, since the order of
this subgroup is seen to be pi # I #i fi.
3. FAMILIES OF EXAMPLES: DELIGNELUSZTIG CURVES
In [3], ray class field descriptions of the DeligneLusztig curves are
given and used to deduce results on the order of quotients of polynomial
rings which are quite surprising:
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Theorem 2. Let Fq2 be the finite field with q2 elements, q a power of a
prime. Let k=q+2. Then
|(Fq2[T]T k)*F*q2(1&:T | : # F*q2) |=q.
Furthermore, this quotient is trivial if k<q+2.
Theorem 3. Let Fq be the finite field with q=22m+1=2q20 elements. Let
k=2q0+2. Then
|(Fq[T]T k)*F*q (1&:T | : # F*q) |=q.
Furthermore, this quotient is trivial if k<2q0+2.
A slight modification of Theorem 3 describes the full situation in charac-
teristic 3. The proof of these theorems uses the existence of the Deligne
Lusztig curves, the knowledge of the filtration of their ramification groups,
and the theorems of class field theory. It seems natural to try to give a
more direct proof. In this section we will show how these theorems can be
deduced directly from Theorem 1.
The proofs depend on the following lemma, which was pointed out to
me by Hendrik Lenstra. In what follows, the notation WxX , (resp. wxx),
will be used to denote the least integer greater than (resp. greatest integer
less than) or equal to x.
Lemma 1. Let q= p f. If k<pWf2X+2, then f i= f, for all i # I. When
k= pWf2X+2, then k&1 # I, and fk&1= f2 if f is even, or fk&1=0 if f
is odd.
Proof. We will prove these statements in order. To show that fi= f for
all i in I, we must show that the orbit of i has size f, and that i is the
smallest element in its orbit. Suppose that i, i $pWf2X&1, and
phi#ph$i $ (mod q&1), h, h$< f.
Then ph&h$i#i $ (mod q&1), with h&h$wf2x . Since
ph&h$ipwf2x ( pWf2X&1)q&1
and (i $, p)=1, we conclude that h&h$#0 (mod f ) and i=i $. This shows
that each of the orbits of the elements i<pWf2X+1, (i, p)=1, has size f,
and that no two of these elements are in the same orbit, which means
exactly that f i= f.
For the next claim, we assume that k= pWf2X+2. Then k&1 is prime to
p, so it belongs to I. When f is even, we must show that the size of the orbit
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of k&1 is f2. But k&1= p f2+1, and p f2 (k&1)#(k&1) (mod q&1).
Furthermore, this is the smallest positive power of p which could have this
property. We also know that k&1 is not in the orbit of any smaller ele-
ment of I, since all other elements of its orbit are between p f2+1 and
q&1. From this we conclude that fk&1= f2.
When f is odd, it suffices to show that k&1 is in the orbit of a smaller
number. But
k&1= pWf2X+1#pWf2X ( pwf2x+1) (mod q&1).
Since k&1 is not in H, we conclude that fk&1=0. K
Direct Proof of Theorem 2. q2= p f, f =2m. By Lemma 1,
k<pm+2=q+2 O f i= f, for all i # I
O pi # I #i ( f &fi)=1.
If k= pm+2, then pWf2X+1 # I, and fpm+1=m. Since #pm+1=1, we have
pi # I #i ( f &fi)= p f &m=q. K
Direct Proof of Theorem 3. q= p f, f =2m+1. By Lemma 1,
k<pWf2X+2= pm+1+2 O fi= f, for all i # I
O pi # I #i( f &fi)=1.
If k= pm+1+2, then pm+1+1 # I, and fpm+1+1=0. Since #pm+1+1=1, we
have
pi # I #i ( f &fi)= p f=q. K
Note that this proof holds for any characteristic, eliminating the assump-
tion p=2 from Theorem 3. When p=3, m1, the quotient in the state-
ment of Theorem 3 corresponds to the first stage of the Ree curve. When
k is increased to 3m+1 + 3, we obtain the Ree curve, which has the
maximum number of points for its genus. The fact that the degree of the
extension is q2 when k=3m+1+3 can also be deduced from Theorem 1. In
fact, it is a special case of the following proposition:
Proposition 2. Let q= p2m+1, p>2. If D=( pm+1+i) P , 2ip,
then the ray class field extension of Fq (X) obtained when the other q places
of degree one are totally split has degree qi&1.
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Proof. Taking into consideration what has already been proved in
Lemma 1, it suffices to show that fki&1=0, k i= p
m+1+i, i=2, ..., p. In
other words, that pm+1+(i&1) is in the orbit of some smaller element of
Iki . But
pm+1+i+i(q&1)= pm+1+ipm+1pm= pm+1 (1+ipm)
O pm+1+i#pm+1 (1+ipm) (mod q&1).
This suffices to show that fki=0 for i=1, ..., p&1, since 1+ip
m is prime to
p and less than pm+1+i+1, so it is an element of Iki+1 . K
From this proposition, we can produce families of curves in any charac-
teristic which are analogous to the DeligneLusztig curves in charac-
teristics 2 and 3. The following simple examples certainly have many
points, but it remains to be seen whether they are optimal for their genus.
Furthermore, these results also hold for m=0, that is to say over prime
fields.
Corollary 1. Let q= p2m+1, p>2. If D=( pm+1+i) P , 2ip,
then the ray class field extension of Fq (X) obtained by splitting the other q
places in the base corresponds to a curve with qi+1 rational points of genus
g= 12(( p
m+1+i&2) qi&1&qi&2&qi&3& } } } &q& pm+1).
Special cases of this family when i=2 and i= p are:
Corollary 2. Let q= p2m+1, p>2. If D=( pm+1+2) P , then the
ray class field extension of Fq (X) obtained by splitting the other q places in
the base corresponds to a curve with q2+1 rational points of genus
g= 12 p
m+1 (q&1).
Corollary 3. Let q= p2m+1, p>2. If D=( pm+1+ p) P , then the
ray class field extension of Fq (X) obtained by splitting the other q places in
the base corresponds to a curve with q p+1 rational points of genus
g= 12(( p
m+1+ p&2) q p&1&q p&2&q p&3& } } } &q& pm+1).
These two cases correspond to the first and second stages of the Ree
curve. The reason that the behavior of the degree is different when ip+1
is that multiples of p are not in I.
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4. COMPARISON WITH EXPONENT p
The quotient whose order is computed in Theorem 1 is the Galois group
of the maximal abelian extension of Fq (T) which is
(1) unramified outside (T ),
(2) totally split at all other places of degree one,
(3) whose characters have conductor k$(T ), with k$k.
It is an abelian p-group, but it is not necessarily of exponent p (killed by
p). Taking the quotient of this group by the subgroup of its p th powers, we
obtain the Galois group of the maximal abelian extension of exponent p
with properties (1), (2), (3). In this section, we compare the degrees
of these two extensions, which we call the maximal p-extension and the
maximal p-extension of exponent p.
4.1. Comparison of the Degrees
First note that the degree of the maximal p-extension of exponent p is
given by the formula
pi # I ( f &fi).
This follows from the proof of Proposition 1, where we computed the sub-
group N$ (mod p). All of the families described in Section 3 are of exponent
p. In fact, we can determine exactly the smallest k for which the Galois
group of the extension will not be killed by p:
Proposition 3. Let q= p. Then the degrees of the maximal p-extension
and the maximal p-extension of exponent p are equal when k<( p+1)p+1.
For k( p+1)p+1, the degrees differ, and the quotient in Theorem 1 is not
of exponent p.
Proof. It is clear that pi # I ( f &fi)= pi # I #i ( f &fi) whenever
fi { f O #i=1, for all i # I.
In this case, since f i= f=1, for all i # H, the only contribution to the
degree in either of the formulas comes when i  H. Each element of the set
[1, ..., p&1] constitutes a distinct orbit under multiplication by p
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(mod p&1), so they all belong to H. The first element of I which is not in
H is p+1, and the first k for which #p+1>1 is ( p+1)p+1. K
When q is a power of a prime, the situation is similar. Proposition 3 is
a special case of the following:
Proposition 4. When q= p f, the smallest k for which the extension is
not of exponent p occurs for k= pWf2X+1+ p+1.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 1 since the first i # I for which fi { f
occurs when i= pWf2X+1+1, and it is not until k>ip that #i>1. K
4.2. Example q=2
As an example of the difference between these two types of extensions,
we consider the formulas for the degrees in terms of k when q=2:
Proposition 5. Let K=F2 (X). Then the degree of Lk , the maximal
p-extension of K of conductor D=kP1 in which the other two rational points
of K are totally split, depends on k in the following way,
deg (Lk K)=2k& p&m*,
where
m*=*[ positive powers of pk&1]=wlogp (k&1)x.
Proof. Since q= p is a prime and f =1, the only contribution to the
degree is p#i for each i # I&H. In this situation, H=[1]. Beginning with
k=4, which is the first time when k&1 produces an element of I which is
not in H, remark that the degree of the extension increases by a power of
two for every increase of the conductor by one, except when k&1 is a
power of the prime. In fact, if k is even, then k&1 gives a new element of
I&H, with #k&1=1; if k is odd, then # i increases by one, for some i # I: this
will increase the degree by one unless i # H, which in this case happens
exactly when k&1 is a power of the prime. K
Compare this with the formula for the maximal p-extension of exponent
p and conductor kP1 :
Proposition 6. Let L pk denote the maximal p-extension of exponent p of
K of conductor D=kP1 in which the other two rational points of K are
totally split. If k=2m+r, r=0, 1, then
deg (L pk K)=2
m&1.
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Proof. The degree increases by one power of p for each new element of
I which is not in H, which are exactly all odd numbers bigger than one and
less than k. K
The point of this comparison is that for a given k the degree of the maxi-
mal p-extension will be roughly 2k&2(k&1), while the degree of the maxi-
mal exponent p p-extension will be roughly - 2k&2, which means that the
examples of the former type will have a much better ratio of number of
points to genus. For example, the extension of K with 33 rational points is
obtained when k=8, but as an exponent p extension when k=10, so the
genus of the exponent p extension is 47 instead of 39. Similarly, in the table
for F4 , the example over F4 of a curve with 65 points which is not of expo-
nent p has genus 33, whereas the curve with this same number of points
which is of exponent p has genus 37.
4.3. New Characters from Maximal p-Extensions
We can interpret a jump in the degree of the extension when k is
increased by 1 as implying the existence of new characters with conductor
(k+1)P1 . The formula we obtained in Theorem 1 shows that when con-
sidering the maximal p extension, one will obtain characters of conductor
a multiple of p plus one in many cases, whereas this will never occur in the
exponent p case. The degree of the maximal p-extension of exponent p does
not change when k is increased from a multiple of p, mp, to mp+1, since
mp is not prime to p, so it is not an element of I. However, the expression
for the degree of the maximal p-extension may change under these cir-
cumstances, if mp=ip#i, for some i # I. This is due to the fact that when k
is increased to mp+1, #i will increase by one.
5. EXAMPLES
In this section, we give tables for different q= p f of curves obtained by
splitting all q rational points of P1Fq different from a given one, P1 , in the
ray class field of conductor D=kP1 , where kpWf2X+2.
All entries in these tables are computed directly from the main theorem
of this paper via the ray class field method of Serre which is detailed in
[6, 3]. Some of these entries correspond to examples from [9, 5, 8, 2].
Optimality of an example is determined relative to the Oesterle bounds.
Examples not contained in previous tables in the above sources are
denoted with a star (*).
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5.1. Characteristic 2
5.1.1. q=2. H=[1].
TABLE I
Splitting q Points, D=kP1 , q=2
k nk Genus N Exponent p? Notes
k=4 2 g=1 5 Yes Optimal (Serre)
k=5 2 No new element of I
k=6 22 g=5 9 Yes Optimal (Serre)
k=7 23 g=15 17 No Optimal (Serre)
k=8 24 g=39 33 No Optimal (Serre)
k=9 24 #1=4
k=10 25 g=103 65 No
k=11 26 g=247 129 No #5=2
5.1.2. q=4. H=[1, 3].
TABLE II
Splitting q Points, D=kP1 , q=4
k nk Genus N Exponent p? Notes
k=4 2 g=1 9 Yes Optimal (Hermitian)
k=5 2 No new element of I
k=6 23 g=13 33 Yes Optimal
k=7 24 g=33 65 No Oesterle bound is 66
V k=8 26 g=177 257 No Oesterle bound 269
5.1.3. q=8. H=[1, 3, 7].
TABLE III
Splitting q Points, D=kP1 , q=8
k nk Genus N Exponent p? Notes
k=6 23 g=14 65 Yes Optimal (Suzuki)
k=7 23 #3=2, f3=3
V k=8 25 g=86 257 Yes f7=1, Oesterle : 266
k=9 25 #1=4, no change
V k=10 28 g=982 2,049 Yes f9=0, Oesterle : 2,372
V k=11 211 g=9,046 16,385 No #5=2, Oesterle : 19,673
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5.2. Characteristic 3
5.2.1. q=3. H=[1, 2].
TABLE IV
Splitting q Points, D=kP1 , q=3
k nk Genus N Exponent p? Notes
k=5 3 g=3 10 Yes Optimal
k=6 32 g=15 28 Yes Optimal
k=7 32 No new element of I
k=8 33 g=69 82 Yes Oesterle bound is 88
V k=9 34 g=258 244 Yes Oesterle : 276
k=10 34
V k=11 35 g=987 730 Yes Oesterle : 940
V k=12 36 g=3,417 2,188 Yes k&1  H
V k=13 37 g=11,436 6,562 No #4=2, 4  H
V k=14 38 g=37,680 19,684 No k&1  H
V k=15 39 g=122,973 59,050 No k&1  H
5.2.2. q=9. H=[1, 2, 4, 5, 8].
TABLE V
Splitting q Points, D=kP1 , q=9
k nk Genus N Exp. p? Notes
k=5 3 g=3 28 Yes Hermitian curve
k=6 3 Orbit of 5, size f
k=7 3 I7=I6, #2=2
V k=8 33 g=75 244 Yes Oesterle : 263
V k=9 34 g=264 730 Yes Oesterle : 784
k=10 34 #1=3
V k=11 36 g=3,180 6,561 Yes k>q, so k&1  H
V k=12 38 g=32,340 59,049 Yes k&1  H
V k=13 39 g=104,511 177,147 No #4=2, f4=1
V k=14 311 g=1,049,295 1,594,323 No k&1  H
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5.2.3. q=27. H=[1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 13, 14, 17].
TABLE VI
Splitting q Points, D=kP1 , q=27
k nk Genus N Exp. p? Notes
k=11 33 g=117 730 Yes First stage of Ree curve
k=12 36 g=3,627 19,684 Yes Ree curve
k=13 36 #4=2
V k=14 38 g=38,619 177,148 Yes f13=1
TABLE VII
Splitting q Points, D=kP1 , q=5
k nk Genus N Ratio Notes
V k=7 5 g=1016 26 2.6 Oesterle : 34
V k=8 25 g=7016 126 1.8 Oesterle : 150
V k=9 125 g=42016 626 1.49048
V k=10 625 g=242016 3126 1.29174
V k=32 522 g=3.56936_1016 11,920,928,955,078,126 0.333979
V k=33 522 g=3.66473_1016 11,920,928,955,078,126 0.325288 Exponent p
Note. The last entry in Table VII is meant to be compared with the
second-to-last entry, to show that curves arising from the main theorem
have a much better ratio than those of exponent p.
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